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SECTIONA

Attern pt, alt questions in hrief.
what are the initial anc finar sub-cords?
What is a I2 cm compass?
In a ffi&P, it is found that two consecutive contour s cross each other.would you comment.
How is a chain forded and unforded?
$/hat do you rnean by normal tension?
What is index sketch?
What is an azirnuth?
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SECTION B

2. Atternpt any three of the foilowing:

3.

7x3=21a' classify surveying on the basis of instruments used and name ail equipments. n€cessary forthe field work involving any one of them.b' Explain how detairs can be ru*.y"a uy ofTset from .u.u"y lines. Discuss therelative meris of different typ., ororrr.tr. wrrv'rr" ,n"ilrrr"o preferred tolong ones.
c. The staffreadings for a survey work were as follows:

l.-8I0, z.ttl,1.225, t.4s5, o.bos, 2.435,z.Bto,2.675 and, r.765.
The tevel was shifted aftei the +'i and i&;ils;. ilJi,lri ."uoirg was takenon a bench mark of R.L. 50.000. rure out a page of rever book and enter thereadings:
(i). work out the R.L.s of all stations
(ii). If the staffwere held inverted and readings on a ceiling from rastinstrumenr position was 3.500, Find the n.il 

"itr* ."iiir'g(iii)' work out the staffreadingson the top of 4 pegs at 20 m intervars from the. llu sration to give an upgrade-of I in 100.d' what is Shift? Prove that a transition curve bisects the shift and that the shiftbisects the transition curve.e' why is a curve provided? Derive an expression for an ideal transition curve.

SECTION C
Attempt any one part of the foilowing: 7 xl=7
(a) A steel tape was 

:y._tly^ 30 m Iong at 200c when supported throughout its
length.under a pull of r0 kg. A linimeasured with tiri, tup" under a puil of 15
kg and at a mean temperature of 320c and found to be 7gb m long. cross-
sectional area of the tape = 0.03 cm2, and its total weight:0.0g: kg. a for



€q

steel = 11 x 10'6 peflC and E forthe sieel = 2.1 x 10 
6 t<gcr*.

(b) What are the sources of error in chaining? What precautions would you take to
guard against them?

4, Attempt any one part of the following: 7 xl=7
(a) The following are the observed f,ore and back bearings of lines of a closed

traverse. Correct thern wh far local attractionverse. uo em wnere neces

Line F"B. B.B,
AB isiu ts' 1 1" 45',

BC zzfl4v 4lu 45',

CD g0tt 05' 270{1 00'
DE g0'35' 26r'40',
EA 3Piio, 2t6u 30',

(b) What dtyou GaeiitanA by balancing the traverse? Describe any three methods

of adjusting traverse.

5. Attempt any one pfirt of the followiltg:

(a) What is orientation? What are the methods of orientation? Describe the

methods with sketch.
(b) What do you mean by contour? Describe the characteristics of contour. State

the uses of contour map and contours
6. Atternpt any one part of the following: 7 xl*7

(a) What does the term osensitiveness' mefil in the context of a bubble? How the

sensiliveness of a bubble is determined?
(b) What do you mean by traversing? Describe yarious methods of traversing.

7. Attempt any one part of the follorviug: 7 xl=1
(a) Two straights intersect at angle of 1220. The maximum allowable speed of the

vehicle on the curve is 80 km/h. centrifugal ratio is Yt and the rate of change of
radial acceleration is 30 cm/sec2. Calcutateihe radius of the circular curve and

the length of the transition curye.
(b) What ii the necessity of fansition curve? Describe the different method of

finding out its length.
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